CAIRNHOUSE

Blackwaterfoot / Isle of Arran
A Stylish & Highly Practical Range
of Six Newly Constructed Detached
Villas In A Picturesque Location

The west coast of Arran is far less developed than the east, and the largest settlement
on it is the small village of Blackwaterfoot, overlooking Drumadoon Bay. Arran’s west
coast is characterised by long pebble beaches of predominantly very light grey rock,
and by wonderful and intriguing views across the Kilbrannan Sound to the Kintyre
peninsula. The most striking features in the view are the island of Sanda, off Kintyre’s
southern tip, and the island of Davaar, guarding the entrance to Campbeltown Loch.
Further north, the less inhabited side of Kintyre, is the fishing village of Carradale.
Blackwaterfoot is formed by a collection of buildings focused on Blackwaterfoot
Harbour, which in turn, is where the Clauchan Water drops over natural rock weirs and
flows under a stone bridge into the sea. Actually, you need to look quite hard to find
the harbour itself. Arran has a tendency to go in for tiny harbours, just big enough for
two or three very small boats: and this is a typical example, barely visible even from
the village’s main car park that neighbours it. Besides the small selection of shops and
other tourist facilities, Blackwaterfoot is also home to one of the larger hotels on
Arran, in the form of the Kinloch Hotel, overlooking the sea next to the harbour and
enjoying the views over to Kintyre.

BLACKWATERFOOT
Isle of Arran

North of Blackwaterfoot, the main road leaves the coast for a few miles. In doing so, it
bypasses Drumadoon Point, home to the remains of an Iron Age fort. Further north on the coast,
is a feature known as the King’s Cave. According to some accounts, this is the place where
Robert the Bruce encountered the spider, whose efforts convinced him to try again and thereby
changed the course of Scottish history. Drumadoon Point is home to the unique, 12-hole, Shiskine
Golf Club. This was founded in 1896 as a 9-hole course. Work to expand it to 18 holes had only
just been completed when the First World War intervened, and 6 of the holes fell into disuse.
The course at Shiskine is regarded by many as being amongst the best 100 courses in the UK. The
main road around the island regains the coast north of Blackwaterfoot at Tormore. Close by
is Machrie Moor, accessed by a farm track.
The moorland here is home to a remarkable collection of stone circles, hut circles and
standing stones, largely dating back to the Neolithic and bronze ages. If you had visited
Machrie Moor four thousand years ago, you would have found yourself in one of the most
important prehistoric centres anywhere in the UK.
As the land climbs to the north of the Machrie Water, another stone circle can be found close
to the main road at Auchagallon, offering especially good views over the Kilbrannan Sound.

If views are your thing, then a final prehistoric site in the
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THE DEVELOPMENT

Commuters and travellers now benefit from Road Equivalent
Tarrif (RET) ferry fares, which are substantially lower
than before.

After more than 65 years of building high quality homes for discerning clients, John
Thomson is delighted to present “Phase One” at Cairnhouse, Blackwaterfoot, set
in this picturesque rural location. Cairnhouse is a fine example of John Thomson’s
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the SANDA
PLOTs 01,02,05 & 06

With it’s stunning frontage giving it bags of kerb appeal, ‘The Sanda’ is a
superb, three/four bedroom, detached home, which is spacious and highly
functional. The commodious lounge, with feature fireplace, is light and
airy. The kitchen is fitted with premium appliances and offers views to

EXTERIOR VIEWS

the rear aspect.
Tastefully integrated within are a range of appliances, single oven,
ceramic hob, extractor, microwave, fridge, freezer and dishwasher. A
utility room, wired and plumbed for a washer/dryer, is located off the
kitchen. A separate dining/family room offers a variety of furniture
configurations. The adaptable third bedroom, cosy study and handy
shower-room complete the ground floor accommodation. Upstairs, the
generous master bedroom benefits from a range of fitted wardrobes
and its own en-suite bathroom. The second bedroom has fitted
wardrobes and sole use of the contemporary family bathroom. This
home also comes with a single garage with an electric door.

ENTRANCE HALLWAY

UTILITY
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lounge & KITCHEN

ADAPTABLE BEDROOMS / BATHROOM / SHOWER ROOM & EN-SUITE

key features

SPECIFICATIONS
floor plan

// 3 Bedrooms // 3 Bathrooms // Lounge with feature fireplace // Spacious Kitchen // Utility Room // Dining/Family Room/BEDROOM 4 // Study // Underfloor heating // Single

Approximate Dimensions

Garage with electric door // Lots of natural light // Energy Efficient meeting latest building standards //

SPECIFICATION & FITMENTS
Lounge 					

5.25m (17’3”) x 3.65m (12’)

Utility 					

3.65m (12’) x 2.10m (6’11”)

price of the house are :

KITCHEN					

3.48m (11’5”) x 3.23m (10’7”)

Single oven in stainless steel

Shower Room 				

2.11m (6’11”) x 2.00m (6’7”)

Bedroom 3				

3.60m (11’10”) x 3.23m (10’7”)

Kitchen and utility room. fitments are included within the price if selected from JOHN THOMSON’S CHOSEN RANGE. The white goods included as standard within the purchase

Built-in Microwave in stainless steel
Four zone ceramic hob
900mm wide extractor in stainless steel

Dining/Family Room/Bedroom 4 		

4.10m (13’5”) x 3.60m (11’10”)

Study 					

3.00m (9’10”) x 2.00m (6’7”)

Landing 					

4.83m (15’10”) x 2.39m (7’10”)

Integrated dishwasher

Master Bedroom 				

6.48m (21’3”) x 3.70m (12’2”)

Stainless steel 1 1/2 bowl sink pack

En-suite					

2.60m (8’5”) x 2.37m (7’9”)

Stainless steel single bowl pack

Bedroom 2 				

5.15m (16’11”) x 3.45m (11’4”)

Sanitary Ware : Sanitary ware showers and associated screens and fittings are included. The net cost of the material supply of the fixtures and fittings allowed for

Bathroom 				

2.43m (8’) x 2.36m (7’9”)

Integrated fridge
Integrated freezer

is £2,500.00 for wc’s, wash hand basins, bath and shower fittings. Should the client wish to select alternative fixtures and fittings, then the foregoing sum would be
available as a credit against the cost of the clients actual selection // Lounge Fire and Surround Not included but can be quoted on request // Decoration : A choice
of up to three separate colours will be included in the price // Ceramic Tiling (Not included but can be quoted on request) // Floor Coverings/Hardwood Flooring (Not
PLEASE NOTE : kitchen in Plot 1 has been supplied by Howdens

included but can be quoted upon request) Services : The property will be connected to mains water, electricity and sewerage and will be wired for Telecom installation.

the Davaar
PLOTs 03 & 04

‘The Davaar’ is an impressive, four bedroom, detached villa, packed full of charming features inside
and out. With a wide projection to the front, the exterior is especially appealing.
Inside, the staircase adds interest to the spacious entrance hall. The light and airy lounge has
a feature fireplace as it’s key focal point. The open-plan kitchen/breakfast/family room has an
abundance of space for dining and seating areas for “chilling out” with family and friends. The kitchen
is fitted with a wide range of appliances and French doors from the family/dining area open onto the
garden for al-fresco dining. The utility room, with sink and plumbing for a washer/dryer, provides
internal access to the garage. There is a fourth bedroom on this level that could easily be utilised
as a study/family room. A bathroom and cloaks cupboard complete the ground floor accommodation.
Upstairs, there are three bedrooms leading from the bright and spacious landing. The master bedroom
has a deluxe en-suite bathroom and fitted wardrobes to give this room an air of opulence. The two
remaining bedrooms have fitted wardrobes and a share of the family bathroom. A walk-in laundry
cupboard is located off the landing.
This home also comes with a single garage with an electric door.

EXTERIOR VIEWS

key features

SPECIFICATIONS

// 4 Bedrooms // 3 Bathrooms // Lounge with feature fireplace // Open-plan kitchen/breakfast/family room // Utility Room & Walk-in Laundry Cupboard // Underfloor

floor plan

heating // Single Garage with electric door // Lots of natural light // Energy Efficient meeting latest building standards //

SPECIFICATION & FITMENTS

Approximate Dimensions

Kitchen and utility room. fitments are included within the price if selected from JOHN THOMSON’S CHOSEN RANGE. The white goods included as standard within the purchase
price of the house are :
Kitchen/BREAKFAST/FAMILY 			

8.70m (28’7”) x 3.50m (11’6”)

Single oven in stainless steel
Utility 					

1.75m (5’9”) x 1.72m (5’8”)

LOUNGE

				

5.54m (18’2”) x 3.76m (12’4”)

Four zone ceramic hob

Bedroom 4 				

4.09m (13’5”) x 3.60m (11’10”)

900mm wide extractor in stainless steel

Bathroom (ground floor) 			

3.00m (9’10”) x 1.74m (5’9”)

Integrated fridge

MASTER BEDROOM 				

5.53m (18’2”) x 1.05m (3’6”)

En-suite 					

2.70m (8’10”) x 2.00m (6’7”)

uilt-in Microwave in stainless steel

Integrated freezer
Integrated dishwasher
Stainless steel 1 1/2 bowl sink pack

Bedroom 2 				

5.55m (18’3”) x 3.66m (12’)

Stainless steel single bowl pack
Bedroom 3 				

3.90m (12’10”) x 3.33m (10’11”)

Sanitary Ware : Sanitary ware showers and associated screens and fittings are included. The net cost of the material supply of the fixtures and fittings allowed for
Bathroom (first floor) 			

2.36m (7’9”) x 2.10m (6’11”)

Store 					

3.50m (11’6”) x 1.96m (6’5”)

is £2,500.00 for wc’s, wash hand basins, bath and shower fittings. Should the client wish to select alternative fixtures and fittings, then the foregoing sum would be
available as a credit against the cost of the clients actual selection // Lounge Fire and Surround Not included but can be quoted on request // Decoration : A choice
of up to three separate colours will be included in the price // Ceramic Tiling (Not included but can be quoted on request) // Floor Coverings/Hardwood Flooring (Not

Garage 					

6.90m (22’8”) x 3.90m (12’10”)

included but can be quoted upon request) Services : The property will be connected to mains water, electricity and sewerage and will be wired for Telecom installation.
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Disclaimer : The copyright for all photographs, floorplans, graphics, written copy and images belongs to McEwan Fraser Legal and use by others or transfer to third parties is forbidden without our express consent in writing. Prospective purchasers are advised to have their interest noted through their solicitor as soon
as possible in order that they may be informed in the event of an early closing date being set for the receipt of offers. These particulars do not form part of any offer and all statements and photographs contained herein are for illustrative purposes and are not guaranteed or warranted. Buyers must satisfy themselves for
the accuracy and authenticity of the brochure and should always visit the property to satisfy themselves of the property’s suitability and obtain in writing via their solicitor what’s included with the property including any land. The dimensions provided may include, or exclude, recesses intrusions and fitted furniture. Any
measurements provided are for guide purposes only and have been taken by electronic device at the widest point. Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained. A buyer must find out by inspection or in
other ways that all information is correct. None of the appliances/services stated or shown in this brochure have been tested by ourselves and none are warranted by our seller or MFL.
Information is correct at time of going to print but is subject to change. For more information speak to a member of staff from John Thomson. The specification included in the brochure gives a general specification applicable to this development. Please check the specification relating to the individual plot you have chosen
with John Thomson at the point of reservation.

